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Abstract. The process of solidification process is complex in nature and the
simulation of such process is required in industry before it is actually
undertaken. Finite element method is used to simulate the heat transfer process
accompanying the solidification process. The metal and the mould along with
the air gap formation is accounted in the heat transfer simulation. Distortion of
the casting is caused due to non-uniform shrinkage associated with the process.
Residual stresses are induced in the final castings. Simulation of the shrinkage
and the thermal stresses are also carried out using finite element methods. The
material behaviour is considered as visco-plastic. The simulations are
compared with available experimental data and the comparison is found to be
good. Special considerations regarding the simulation of solidification process
are also brought out.
Keywords. Casting; solidification; heat transfer; thermal stress; finite
element method.
1.

Introduction

Most foundries and machining operations have stories about casting which flew into pieces
with a bang when being machined, or even when simply standing on the floor! It is easy to
dismiss such stories. However, they should be viewed as warnings. They warn that, under
certain conditions, castings can have such high stresses locked inside that they are dangerous
and unfit for service. We are unaware that the casting may be on the brink of catastrophic
failure because, of course, the problem is invisible; the casting looks perfect (Campbell
1991). Over US $50 M is attributed to thermal stresses generated defects in castings which
can be essentially eliminated through the application of computer predictions.
If the castings were to be cooled at a uniform rate and with uniform constraints acting at
all points over its surface, it would reach room temperature perfectly in proportion, maybe
103
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a little larger or smaller than required, but not distorted. In practice, of course, this Utopia
is never realized, Usually, the casting is somewhat larger or smaller, and is not as accurate
a shape as a discerning customer would prefer. Occasionally, it may be very seriously
distorted.
Again, wishing ourselves in Utopia, we can envisage that if the constraint by the mould
were either zero or infinite, the casting would be of predictable size and correct shape in
both cases.
Even if the castings were subjected to no constraint at all from the mould, it would
certainly suffer from internally generated constraints as a result of uneven cooling. A wellknown example of this effect is the mixed-section casting shown in figure 1. If a failure
occurs, it always happens in the thicker section. This may at first sight be surprising. The
explanation of this behaviour requires careful reasoning. First, the thin section solidifies
and cools. Its contraction along its length is easily accommodated by the heavier section,
which simply contracts under the compressive load since it is hot, and therefore plastic, if
not actually still molten. Later, however, when the thin section has practically finished
contracting, the heavier section starts to contract. It is unable compress the thin section,
which has now become rigid and strong. Thus, the heavy section goes into tension.
Depending on its temperature it will stretch plastically, or hot tear, or cold crack.
The example shown in figure 1 is another common failure mode. The internal walls of
the castings remain hot longest even though the casting may have been designed with even
wall sections. This is, of course, simply the result of the internal sections being surrounded
by other hot sections. The reasoning is therefore the same as that for the thick/thin-section
casting above. The internal walls of the casting suffer tension at a late stage of cooling.
This tension may be retained as a residual stress in the finished casting, or may lead to
catastrophic failure by tearing or cracking. The same reasoning applies to the case of a
single-component heavy-section casting such as an ingot, billet or slab, especially when
these are cast in steel because of its poor thermal conductivity. The inner parts of the

(a)
or

(b)
or

Figure 1. (a) A thick/thin section casting showing tensile stress in the thick section. (b) An evenwalled casting showing internal tensile stresses.
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Residual tensile stress (MPa)

casting solidify and contract last, putting the internal parts of the casting into tension. Because
of the low yield point of the hot metal, extensive plastic yielding occurs. Further influence
of the geometry of the three-bar frame casting was found by Steiger (1913). He measured
the increase of the stress in the centre bar of grey iron castings by increasing the rigidity of
the end cross members. Also he found that a centre bar of more than twice the diameter of
the outer bars would suffer a residual stress of over 200 MPa, which was sufficient to
fracture the bar during cooling.
As with cases of the constraint of the casting by the mould, removing the casting from
the mould at an early stage would be expected to be normally beneficial in reducing
residual stress. Figure 2 shows the result for iron and a high-strength aluminium alloy.
Stress analysis of castings poses several difficulties not seen in more traditional
problems in mechanics. The residual stress formation during castings is a consequence of
various regions of a geometrically complicated casting cooling at different rates. Stress
response is the result of coupled thermal, microthermal and stress histories. Stress
predictions are strongly influenced by the thermal and microstructural histories. The
accuracy of thermal and microstructural predictions is a primary factor in the accuracy of
residual stress predictions.
Figure 3 is a schematic representation of the types of analyses required to completely
describe a casting process (Overfelt 1992). An overall architecture of a comprehensive
solidification modelling system is shown in figure 4. This figure depicts the various
modules available in the current state-of-the-art solidification simulation of casting
processes, the information available from each module and the interconnection between
each module (Upadhya & Paul 1994).
The primary and most obvious phenomenon controlling casting is the transfer of heat
from the cooling metal to the mould. The early models of cooling of casting were
straightforward heat conduction analysis. However, the mechanics of fluid flow are
important for both mould-filling effects and physics based models of inter-dendritic porosity formation. Buoyancy effects, after the mould is full, exert varying degrees of influence
during the cooling cycle depending on the thickness of the casting being produced. In
addition, the analysis of the flow of various chemical species is very important for crystal
growth and many thermo-fluid models today incorporate species flow.

Time in mould before stripping

Figure 2. Residual stresses in
aluminium alloy and grey iron
castings as a function of stripping
time.
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•
•
•
•

Macroporosity (isolated hotspots)
Microporosity (empirical criteria, e.g. Niyama)
Primary dendrite-arm spacing (empirical criteria)
Secondary dendrite-arm spacing (empirical
criteria)

•

Better representation of the thermal field during
and after mould filling
Darcy flow for interdendritic porosity models

•

•
•
•

Grain size of castings via nucleation and growth
laws
Secondary dendrite-arm spacing, (coarsening
relations)
Solidification path

•
•
•

Prediction of macrosegregation
Prediction of microsegregation
Enhanced representation of the solidification
kinetics, fluid flow and heat transfer

•
•
•

Physics-based solidification shrinkage
Hot tearing from yield criteria
Prediction of air gap with modification of heat
transfer
Prediction of residual stress and casting
dimensional control

•

Figure 3.

Types of analysis available for solidification modelling and their benefits.

Figure 4.

Typical architecture of a comprehensive solidification modelling system.
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The heat transfer processes occurring are complex, the cooling rates employed range
from 10–5 to 1010 K/s and the corresponding solidification systems extend from several
metres to a few micrometres. These various cooling rates produce different microstructures and hence a variety of thermomechanical properties. Yu et al (1992) related the
occurrence of casting defects to cooling rates. During the solidification of binary and
multi-component alloys the concentrations vary locally from the original mixture as
material may be preferentially incorporated or rejected at the solidification front. The
material between the solidus and the liquidus temperatures is partly solid and partly liquid
and resembles a porous medium and is referred to as ‘mushy zone’. Lewis et al (1997)
have given an account of several aspects of modelling of heat transfer, fluid flow and
thermodynamics in castings.
Solidification kinetics including phase selection, nucleation and growth are now being
investigated in several laboratories. The incorporation of these principles into the more
traditional thermo-fluid models promises to enable quantitative microstructural predictions
in the near future (Yu et al 1992), and predictions of engineering properties such as tensile
strength and elongation will be possible before long. These predictions will enable
product-design engineers to evaluate the effects of non-uniform properties and defects on
the life cycle performance of components. Finally, the coupling of mechanical analysis
with thermal analysis enables the predictions of residual stresses and distortions in
castings.
Another important problem is the material response to the thermal cycle as material
properties are temperature-dependent (Williams et al 1979). For steels and other materials
there can be dramatic changes in mechanical properties at temperatures above 600°C.
Phase transformations, with their attendant volume changes also play an important role in
development of residual stresses.
Thermo-mechanical models were first applied to modelling of continuous casting and
ingot casting. Elasto-plastic (Grill et al 1976; Kelly et al 1988; Guan & Sahm 1992) and
elasto-viscoplastic (Fjaer & Mo 1990; Inoue & Ju 1992; Thomas et al 1988) behaviours
have been considered with thermo-dependent material properties. The effect of different
kinds of constitutive equations has been discussed (Kowlowski et al 1992) and elastoviscoplastic behaviour seems to be more appropriate to model the development of strain
and stress in casting and to take into account the different states of metal (liquid, semisolid, solid). Such models were recently applied to the castings of complex shape parts
(Shapiro et al 1993; Bellet et al 1993).
The focus is currently on the validation of models: Do they correctly describe reality
and what must be the accuracy of the data materials for models to be predictive? The great
influence of thermal properties of alloys on calculated solidification time have been
pointed out (Overfelt 1993). And coupling between thermal and mechanical behaviour
magnifies the complexity of this problem since not only thermal and mechanical properties
must be accurately known but the way the coupling is modeled is of importance.
Chandra (1995) presents the basic concepts for a comprehensive finite element based
computer simulation method for the prediction of hot tears, hot cracks, residual stresses
and distortions in precision castings using a sequential thermo-mechanical analysis
approach. The existing capabilities of several industry standard commercial and research
finite element codes are also reviewed by Chandra (1995). Drezer et al. (1995) predict the
deformation and temperature field evolution during direct chill (DC) and electromagnetic
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(EM) casting of aluminium alloy slabs using transient thermo mechanical model based on
viscoplastic law. The model is validated on the basis of the measurements. The model
enables the prediction of the influence of casting parameters on butt curl and swell, rolling
faces and residual stress state for DC and EM cast ingots.
Stefanescu (1995) has made an attempt to predict features like micro segregation,
microstructure length scale, and fraction of phases, structural transitions, hardness,
micohardness and tensile properties. Distribution of residual porosity in castings is
calculated based on a uniform solidification assumption for particular case of aluminiumrich Al–Cu casting (Kuznetsov & Vafai 1995). An analytical criterion, identifying
conditions under which there will be no porosity formation, is established (Kuznetsov &
Vafai 1995). Heiber et al (1994) showed that the strength properties of in situ solidified
steel near solidus temperature can be readily determined and hence, may allow to develop
a stress criterion in order to further improve the assurance of inner soundness even under
most critical conditions. However, Yamanaka et al (1995) found that internal cracking
occurs and extends when the total amount of strain applied between zero strength (ZST)
and zero ductility temperature (ZDT) exceeds the critical strain, independent of
deformation mode, whether continuous and intermittent. It is interesting to note that Zhang
et al (1994) have presented a fast-acting simultaneous filling and solidification model
based on reduction of Navier–Stoke equations to transient Bernoulli equation and potential
equation along with entalphy method with 1-D heat conduction model. Ruiz & Khandia
(1995) have used LS-DYNA 3D both for the filling simulation and to carry out a coupled
thermal and stress analysis of the casting during solidification, predicting cooling rates,
residual stresses and as cast shapes. Magnin et al (1995) determined the elasto-viscoplastic constitutive equation using an optimization model, which calculates the best
rheological parameters to fit experimental stress curves. This law is then introduced in a
finite element model of billet DC casting using the commercial software package MARC.
A good idea of product quality and performance can often be obtained at the initial stage
of the product development cycle by being able to predict filling, solidification, stresses
and shrinkage (Hetu et al 1995). Examples of simulations conducted using an experimental die, an automotive housing and a wheel in an aluminium alloy are given.
2.

Finite element analysis

An experimental on-site study of the influence of the operating parameters on the quality
of the casting produced in a working steel mill would be very costly and time-consuming.
It is far more practical to simulate the entire complex process numerically and to study the
problem by simulation. Any acceptable mathematical model should be capable of accom
modating variations in the operating parameters as they arise in practice, so that their
effects on the final product can be predicted. Another requirement placed on the model is
that it be suitable for designing moulds so that the optimum type of mould may be used for
the given casting conditions and steel qualities. Since the entire process is dependent on
heat flow from the ingot to the mould and subsequently to the surroundings, it is logical to
determine the temperature filed at various stages of the process. From this temperature
field, initial strains can be calculated and the resulting thermal stresses determined.
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Since the appearing of the pioneering paper by Sarjant & Slack (1954) a number of
authors have published studies on the development of mathematical models for the
calculation of the solidification process in the steel ingots. Although the solidification of
an ingot is a three-dimensional process, it appears to be possible to obtain an adequate
picture of the process by using a two-dimensional model. It has been demonstrated (Sevrin
1970) that for the ingot dimensions used in actual practice, a true picture of the
solidification process can obtained by calculation in a horizontal section at mid-height
through the ingot.
The thermal model used here utilizes the Galerkin method (Lewis et al 1996) and eightnoded quadratic isoparametric elements. It possesses the novel feature of using elements
with time-varying conductivity to model the heat transfer in the air-gap which forms
between ingot and mould. Calculated temperature fields may be used to evaluate the
loading stresses, and in this way thermal stress development may be determined using
either an elastic (Lewis & Bass 1976) or an elastoplastic formulation (Lewis et al 1977).
Elastoplastic formulations have the disadvantage of being unable to model any timedependent creep effects.
The mathematical stress model in this paper embodies a general solution procedure for
determining the development of thermal stresses in an elasto-viscoplastic multiphase body
and is capable of accounting for time-dependent properties. The constitutive model used is
of the type proposed by Perzyna (1966) and first implemented numerically by Zienkiewicz
& Cormeau (1974). In this model the behaviour of the material is elastic if a certain
function of the yield condition has a value which is less than zero, while time-dependent
viscoplastic flow occurs when the value of this function is positive. The model can also be
used to give the purely plastic solution, in which time and viscous effects do not have their
real meanings but are used merely as means for attaining steady-state conditions.
2.1 Finite-element formulation of the heat-flow problem (Morgan et al 1981)
The variation of temperature T with time in a two-dimensional region Ω bounded by a
curve Γ, for both ingot and the mould is given by the equation,
ρc

∂T
∂  ∂T  ∂  ∂T 
,
=  kx
 + ky
∂t ∂x  ∂x  ∂y  ∂y 

(1)

where ρc is the thermal capacity, kx, ky are the thermal conductivities in the x, y directions.
The boundary conditions for this partial differential equation are the expressions for the
heat fluxes between the ingot and mould and between the mould and the surroundings.
These boundaries occur in two regions:
(a) Between ingot and inner wall of the mould,
q12 = h12 (T1 − T2 ) = (k12/d12 ) (T1 − T2 )

(2)

where T1 is the surface temperature of the ingot, T2 is the temperature of the inner wall of
the mould.
(b) Between outer wall of the mould and the surroundings,
q3∞ = h3∞ (T3 − T∞ ) ,

(3)
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where T3 is the temperature of the outer wall of the mould, T∞ is the ambient temperature.
The heat-transfer coefficient h12 changes when the air gap between the ingot and the
mould forms. To take this phenomenon into account, h12 is regarded as a function of
position on the ingot perimeter and of time. Oeters et al (1977) have observed that the
calculations are in good agreement with the actually measured heat-flow densities in the
gap if the breadth of the gap is taken to be of the order of 0.5 mm. Thus in the present
model, the heat transfer across the gap is modelled in the conduction mode with
conductivity being a function of time and position on the perimeter. This approach allows
the effect of the lubrication used on the inner wall of the mould (Oeters et al 1977) to be
modelled by using a suitable value of the thermal conductivity in the air-gap region. The
heat-transfer coefficient between the outer wall of the mould and the surrounding air takes
into account heat transfer by radiation and by free convection. The variation of density and
specific heat with temperature is handled as discussed by Comini et al (1974) and any
phase change, which occurs, is treated by the method discussed by Morgan et al (1978).
The thermal conductivities of the ingot and mould are also allowed to vary with
temperature. The temperature fields in the ingot and the mould are computed
simultaneously using a finite-element formulation. The region of interest is divided into a
number of eight-noded isoparametric elements Ωe, with boundary Γe with quadratic shape
functions Ni associated with each node i. In the isoparametric elements the shape functions
are used to transform the coordinates (Lewis et al 1996), and this enables better
representation of any curved boundaries which may be present in the problem. The
unknown temperature T is approximated in the solution domain at any time by
T=

n

∑ N T (t ).

(4)

i i

i =1

where Ti is the time-dependent value at node i. The substitution of (4) into (1) and the
application of the Galerkin method (Lewis et al 1996) results in the equation,
& = F,
KT + CT
(5)
in which typical matrix elements are
K ij =

∂N i ∂N j
∂N i ∂N j 
 dΩ +
+ Ky
∂x ∂x
∂y ∂y 



∑ ∫  K

x

e Ωe

Cij =

∑ ∫ hN N dΓ,
i

j

(6)

e Γe

∑ ∫ ρcN N dΩ,

(7)

∑ ∫ N hT dΓ,

(8)

i

j

e Ωe

Fi = −

i

∞

e Γe

where the summations are carried out over each element e.
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The coupled system of ordinary differential equations represented by (5) is solved by a
finite-difference two-stage Crank–Nicolson predictor–corrector method and, in this way,
the complete thermal history of the region may be determined. The change in the
temperature in a certain time can then be used to calculate incremental initial node strains
δεεi via
α∆Ti 


δ ε i = α∆Ti  ,
 0 



(9)

where α is the temperature–dependent coefficient of expansion. An elasto–viscoplastic
stress model is then used to calculate the stress distribution resulting from the application
of this initial strain.
2.2 The finite-element formulation of the elasto-viscoplastic stress model (Morgan et
al 1981)
In the elasto-viscoplastic stress model it is assumed that the total strain is the sum of
elastic and plastic components, together with any initial strains, i.e.
ε = εe+ ενp + εi.

(10)

Only elastic strains are produced initially by the application of a load, and the elastic strain
rate is linearly related to the total stress rate by the matrix of elastic constants D
(Zienkiewicz 1977) according to
σ& = Dε& e

(11)

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. The viscoplastic strain occurs
only if the stress levels exceed some previously defined yield stress. This yield stress is
given by the yield function
F(σ
σ, ενp) = 0.

(12)

Therefore when F < 0, purely elastic behaviour takes place, but F > 0 represents the onset
of plastic deformation.
The viscoplastic strain is given by
(∂ενp / ∂t ) = ε& íp = f (ó ⋅ ενp ).

(13)

To define completely a strain–rate law, it is assumed that, in common with plasticity, the
directions of straining are given by gradients of a plastic potential Q. The viscoplastic flow
laws can then be written as
ε&νp = ψ ( F )(∂Q / ∂ó ),
where
ψ(F) =

0, if F ≤ 0,
ψ(F), if F > 0.

(14)
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Combining (10), (11), and (13) results in the complete constitutive relation
å& = D −1σ& + ψ ( F )(∂Q / ∂ó ) + å& i .

(15)

The finite-element stress analysis is performed only on the ingot, which is discretized by
using the same elements and shape functions as were used in the thermal analysis. If the
vector u denotes the displacement field, then this may be approximated over in terms of
the nodal displacements δi by,
~=
u=u

n

∑N ä
i

i

= NTä ,

(16)

i =1

where δ is the column vector of nodal values δi. With the displacements at all points
ε = Bδ
δ,

(17)

given by (16) the strains at any point can be determined from the relationship where B is
the standard matrix derived from the derivatives of the shape functions (Zienkiewicz
1977).
The virtual work principle in this case enables the equilibrium equation to be written as

∫ B σ dΩ = 0.
T

(18)

Ω

As the constitutive relation for viscoplastic problems has been specified in time rate form
in (11), it is convenient to rewrite (18) as

∫ B σ&dΩ = 0.
T

(19)

Ω

Combining (10), (11), and (19) then leads to

∫B

T

D(ε& − ε&νp − ε& i ) dΩ = 0,

(20)

Ω

which, on using (17) to substitute for ε, becomes

∫B

T

DBä& dΩ = 0,

(21)

Ω

i.e.
& = 0,
K sä& − R

where
& represents the total loading rate,
KS is the overall stiffness matrix, R

(22)
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which turns out to be

∫

∫

& = BT Då& i dΩ + BT Då νp dΩ.
R
Ω

(23)

Ω

The solution procedure for (22) is given by Zienkiewicz & Cormeau (1974). In this
method a simple Euler iterative procedure is used which can become unstable if critical
time steps are too large. The selection of critical time steps has been studied by Cormeau
(1975), and his stability limits are followed here.
2.3 Examples
Because of the complexities and practical difficulties of experiments on ingot castings,
only a limited number of experimental investigations are reported in sufficient detail in the
literature to make possible comparisons with the results of a mathematical model. Oeters
et al (1977) have reported extensive results of the investigation on a six-ton ingot casting,
and this is the example chosen for the present investigation.
At the mid-height of the six-ton ingot, the cross-section is in the form of a square with
rounded corners and of side length 600 mm. Along two opposite sides of the square the
surrounding mould has a thickness of 150 mm, while this thickness becomes 166 mm
along the other sides. The variation of the properties with temperature is assumed to take
the form reported by Williams et al (1979). The finite-element mesh used in the analysis
consists of 52 elements (illustrated in figure 5) and 185 nodes. The nodes are located at the
element corners and at the mid-points of the element sides.

Figure 5.

Finite element mesh for ingot, air gap and mesh.
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Figure 6.
formation.

Distance from corner

Time for air gap

Heat transfer coefficients (cal/cm2 min°C)

The time of air-gap formation at various locations on the perimeter of the ingot follows
roughly a parabolic law proceeding from the corner to the middle of the face (see
figure 6). Initially the model is run with intimate contact everywhere and then the gap
opens from the corner towards the centre as time proceeds. In the gap, the heat-transfer
coefficient given by Oeters et al (1977) are utilized as functions of time in the form shown
in figure 7. Since the gap width is fixed at 0⋅5 mm, this variation is supplied to the model
as a variation in thermal conductivity of the air gap. At the start, the time steps need to be
very small, of the order of seconds, and they gradually increase up to a value of 2 minutes
in the later stages of the simulation run.
The calculated temperature of the inner wall of the mould for various locations is
plotted against time (figure 8). For the sake of comparison, the results of Oeters et al
(1977) are also shown on the same figure. It can be concluded that a reasonable agreement
exists in view of the exact thermal properties used by Oeters et al (1977) are not known.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of surface temperatures on the ingot as functions of time and

Time (min)

Figure 7.

Average heat transfer coefficients in air gap.
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Temperature (°C)
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Figure 8.

Temperature curve for inner wall of mould.

location. It can be observed that the predicted temperatures are again slightly lower than
those of Oeters et al (1977). Figure 10 shows the solidification fronts determined at
various time intervals; these results are in good agreement with the value determined by
Weingert (1968).
The temperature field in the ingot is used for evaluating the thermal loads to be used in
the visco-plastic stress analysis. A plane strain stress analysis was performed, using a Von
Mises yield criterion (Zienkiewicz 1977). The model is used to give a purely plastic
solution at steady-state conditions at each stage. The rate of viscoplastic straining is given
by (14), in which the flow function used is
φ = γ(F/Fo),

(24)

where

Temperature (°C)

Fo is some reference value of stress, γ is a fluidity coefficient.

Time (min)

Figure 9. Average value of
ingot surface temperature.
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Figure 10. Solidification fronts for
one quadrant of the ingot.

The mechanical properties vary as a function of temperature and are taken from
Williams et al (1979). A Poisson’s ratio value of 0⋅33 is used.
Figures 11 and 12 show the computed stress field in the ingot at two different times. It
can be observed from these figures that the region near the ingot surface is subjected to
tension initially and that, as expected, this gradually changes to compression with the
passage of time. Prediction of such stress concentration regions would be particularly
useful in the case of complex shapes to avoid possible failures.
3.

Special considerations

Deformation of solidifying material is very different from that of a standard fixed body. A
solidifying body develops residual (initial) stresses immediately after solidification and is
never in a state of zero stresses (stress free state). Thermal stress problems carry with it
difficulties not normally found in the analysis of either thermal or stress problems.
Coupling between the temperature and stress fields works in both direction. It is possible
to imagine cases, where the basic boundary conditions for the thermal analysis are affected

Figure 11.

One quadrant of the principal stress field after four minutes.
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Principal stress field after 40 minutes.

by the deformations as in the formation of the air gap which controls the heat flow to the
mould from the cooling ingot. Fully coupled analysis are slightly more complicated
because they require decisions to be made about when to update the effect of one process
to the other. De Coultieux et al (1997) present an application of a 3D finite element
coupled thermo-mechanical model to the solidification of a hollow cylinder. An
experiment has been developed to measure heat transfer coefficients and air gap widths in
permanent mould casting of aluminium–silicon alloys. Comparison between experimental
and calculated temperature and air gap width shows the validity of the coupled approach.
Thermal strain fields computed from temperature fields introduce complications. The
incompressible nature of plastic deformation creates a constraint at each gauss point in an
element. When the number of constraints arising from incompressibility exceeds the
numbers of degrees of freedom, locking is said to occur, as there is no possible solution for
this case. The solution to this maybe the reduced order of the integration for the hydraulic
components of the stress, which may lead to most notably a failure to satisfy the patch test
(Oddy & Lindgren 1997). A related effect comes from the order of the thermal strain fields
within the element. If nodal temperatures are interpolated to give gauss point values, and
these used to determine thermal strains, then the thermal strain field has the same order as
the displacement field in the element. The total strains, which are computed from the
partial derivatives of the displacements, are one order lower. This incompatibility can also
lead to locking problems. The need to avoid incompatible strain fields has been known for
sometime (Anderson 1978) and extremely large errors that can result if it is not observed
(Oddy et al 1990). Using linear elements in the thermal analysis and quadratic elements in
the stress analysis is the most common strategy (Nichocals Zabaras et al 1991).
The use of plane strain conditions are most commonly used in the stress analysis. This
condition implies that the longitudinal heat flow and longitudinal displacement are zero.
Longitudinal interactions in the stress may not always be satisfied even though
longitudinal heat flow is probably never very large. To compensate for this problem, the
extension of this to a generalized plane strain has been used (Oddy & Lindgren 1997)
where plane sections must remain plane but may rotate or translate with respect to one
another in which case net longitudinal stress on any cross-section now becomes zero.
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One of the main purposes of solidification modelling is to identity casting designs that
are likely to cause defects due to the porosity formed due to shrinkage during phase
change frequently take the form of interdendritic void affects the ultimate tensile strength
of casting and hence is to be avoided. The porosity can be eliminated only when the liquid
metal from the riser is able to travel to the hot spot location to compensate for the
solidification. Experiments on cast steels have shown that when the temperature gradient
at the end of the solidification falls to below 10 K/cm, the porosity is observed even in
well-degassed material. On the basis of solidification simulation, the solidification time
can be found and the temperature gradients at that instant can be determined. Based on the
contour of 10 K/cm thermal gradient, it is possible to determine the location and size of
the shrinkage defect. However, it may be noted that the value of 10 K/cm is valid for a 3-D
casting and a different limit may have to be taken for 2-D simulations. Sathya Prasad
(1999) has predicted the size and location of shrinkage cavity for L-shaped and T-shaped
castings with and without chills. Residual stress determination must also make sure that no
shrinkage cavity exists in the castings. If it exists, its presence must be accounted, as there
may be stress concentration around such shrinkage cavity.
In the case of continuous casting of steel, several additional difficulties are encountered
while predicting the residual stresses compared to ingot casting. High stresses develop in
the solidifying shell as a result of a number of forces acting externally and internally on
the strand. The values of heat extraction and solidification are relatively slow for static
casting (solidification time measured in hours) where as solidification time for continuous
casting is in minutes. A single cooling environment over its solidification period exists for
a static casting whereas continuous cast section encounters different environment-mould,
sprays, pinch rolls contact, radiation before complete solidification take place. Thus the
continuously cast change rapidly from one zone to another resulting in higher thermal
stresses than in ingot castings. Continuous cast section, in addition, is also stressed by
pinch rolls, bending and straightening operations during solidification mould oscillation,
misalignment of mould and roller cages. Ferrostatic pressure can also produce sufficient
stress to cause bulging across the wide faces of large slabs.
The effect of size of castings and thermal boundary conditions on the residual stresses
and deformation has been investigated by Sathya Prasad (1999). A critical study of the
role of material properties on the double-diffusive convection is carried out by simulating
solidification of aqueous ammonium chloride, iron–carbon and lead–tin binary systems by
Basu & Singh (1997). It is seen that material properties play a very crucial role on the
nature of double diffusive convection and consequently on macro segregation. Lewis et al
(2001) have discussed the formation of residual stresses in castings.
4.

Concluding remarks

The finite element method as applied to casting problem is demonstrated in terms of both
temperature and stress fields for an ingot casting where the experimental data was
available. Special conderations in the modelling of the casting process is also included.
The material presented here is collected from several papers apart from our own work.
The authors gratefully acknowledge, the authors and publishers of such papers which we
have made use of in preparing this article.
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